A surface hopping method for chemical reaction dynamics in solution described by diabatic representation: an analysis of tunneling and thermal activation.
We present a surface hopping method for chemical reaction in solution based on diabatic representation, where quantum mechanical time evolution of the vibrational state of the reacting nuclei as well as the reaction-related electronic state of the system are traced simultaneously together with the classical motion of the solvent. The method is effective in describing the system where decoherence between reactant and product states is rapid. The diabatic representation can also give a clear picture for the reaction mechanism, e.g., thermal activation mechanism and a tunneling one. An idea of molecular orbital theory has been applied to evaluate the solvent contribution to the electronic coupling which determines the rate of reactive transition between the reactant and product potential surfaces. We applied the method to a model system which can describe complex chemical reaction of the real system. Two numerical examples are presented in order to demonstrate the applicability of the present method, where the first example traces a chemical reaction proceeded by thermal activation mechanism and the second examines tunneling mechanism mimicking a proton transfer reaction.